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(54) An IP/MPLS based transport scheme in 3G Radio Access Networks

(57) A transport scheme is provided based on Inter-
net protocol (IP) and multiprotocol label switching
(MPLS) technology for third generation (3G) radio access
networks (RAN). Label switched paths are established

and managed for interconnecting base stations and radio
network controllers. The process incorporates con-
straint-based routing and Diffserv to provide transport
bearers that can support bandwidth provisioning and a
variety of QoS requirements in the RAN.
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Description

FIELD OFTHE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention provides a transport
scheme based on Internet protocol (IP) and multiprotocol
label switching (MPLS) technology for third generation
(3G) radio access networks (RAN). Label switched paths
are established and managed for interconnecting base
stations and radio network controllers.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[0002] Mobile communication systems have gone
through a few generations. The second-generation (2G)
system provides circuit-switched voice and data servic-
es. The next generation (2.5G) system provides low-rate
packet-switched data service of up to 64 Kbps. However,
voice and low-rate data services are insufficient in a world
where high-speed Internet access is taken for granted.
The trend is toward global information networks that offer
flexible multimedia information services to users on de-
mand-anywhere, and at any time. In order to support
these requirements, the third-generation mobile commu-
nication system (3G) provides a higher data rate of up to
2 Mbps, while making more efficient bandwidth use.
[0003] A mobile communication system can be divided
into two segments: a radio access network (RAN) that
performs air-interface related functions and a core net-
work (CN) that performs switching functions and inter-
faces to external networks such as the Internet or a pub-
lic-switched telephone network. The third-generation
mobile communication system (3G) provides improve-
ments in both the radio access network RAN and the
core network CN. The new air interface standards include
WCDMA and cdma2000-IX. The corresponding wireless
networks are UMTS and cdma2000.
[0004] In the core network CN the General Packet Ra-
dio Service (GPRS) is an enhancement to the so-called
Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) and
provides packet data services to GSM subscribers.
GPRS aims at making efficient use of GSM radio resourc-
es for bursty packet data transfer. This is in contrast to
conventional circuit switched data services currently
available in GSM. Presently, the GPRS network is based
on GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) using the well-known
User Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol (UDP/IP) or
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) network which supports only best-effort service.
The GPRS has GPRS Support Nodes (GSNs), namely
one or more Serving GPRS Support Nodes (SGSN) and
one or more Gateway GPRS Support Nodes (GGSN) in
order to support packet data services.
[0005] In contrast to the single (best effort) level of
service provided by the GPRS, the Universal Mobile Tel-
ecommunications System (UMTS), based on the GPRS
network architecture described above, defines four dif-
ferent quality of service (QoS) or traffic. These classes

are the conversational class, the streaming class, the
interactive class and the background class. The main
distinguishing factor between these classes is the delay
sensitivity of each type of traffic. The conversational class
is meant for very delay sensitive traffic, whereas the back-
ground class is the most delay insensitive traffic class.
The conversational and streaming classes are used to
carry real-time traffic flows. Conversational real-time
services, like video telephony, are the most delay sensi-
tive applications and those data streams should be car-
ried in the conversational class. The interactive and back-
ground classes are used by traditional Internet applica-
tions like World Wide Web (WWW), Email, Telnet, File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) and News.
[0006] In what is termed the Third Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP), Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA) is selected as the major air interface
standard. A radio access network for WCDMA is called
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN). The
UTRAN consists of base stations (BSs) and radio net-
work controllers (RNCs). It allows for flexible network to-
pology so that BSs and RNCs can be connected by a
routed network. It also supports WCDMA radio functions
such as macrodiversity, soft-handoff, outer loop power
control, packet scheduling, radio channel allocation etc.,
and ensures the fast and reliable transport of both sign-
aling and traffic between BSs and RNCs in the UTRAN.
[0007] In addition to WCDMA, General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS) / Enhanced Data for GSM Evolution
(EDGE) is also selected as the alternative air interface
standard in 3GPP. The radio access network for GPRS/
EDGE is called GPRS/EDGE Radio Access Network
(GERAN). Similarly to UTRAN, it is necessary to ensure
the fast and reliable transport of both signaling and traffic
between the base stations (BSs) and base station con-
trollers (BSCs) in GERAN.
[0008] In what is termed the third generation partner-
ship project 2 (3GPP2), cdma2000 is selected as the air
interface standard. The radio access network for
cdma2000 is called 3GPP2 RAN. Similarly to UTRAN, it
is necessary to ensure the fast and reliable transport of
both signaling and traffic between the base stations (BSs)
and base station controllers (BSCs) in the 3GPP2 RAN.
Therefore it is important (and not provided by prior art
systems) to develop transport techniques that can meet
QoS requirements of 3GPP2 RAN while efficiently utiliz-
ing bandwidth resources in the radio access network
[0009] In summary, 3G radio access networks, includ-
ing UTRAN, GERAN, and 3GPP2 RAN, impose stringent
requirements on the transport bearers. In terms of QoS,
this translates to tight end-to-end control of delay and
jitter, and almost zero packet loss ratio.
[0010] In 3GPP, currently a transport scheme based
on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) / ATM Adapta-
tion Layer 2 (AAL2) technology is specified for UTRAN.
In 3GPP, currently no packet-switching based transport
scheme is specified for GERAN. Also, in 3GPP2, cur-
rently no packet-switching based transport scheme is
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specified for 3GPP2 RAN.
[0011] It is a drawback of prior art systems that these
systems cannot handle the diverse QoS requirements of
the applications themselves (such as real time or non
real time) when combined with the requirements imposed
by advanced radio control functions (such as soft hando-
ver and power control in CDMA systems). The prior art
systems do not adequately provide the transport tech-
nologies that can provide differentiated quality of services
to multiple classes of traffic. The transport bearers need
to support a variety of QoS requirements (delay, jitter,
packet loss, etc.) and traffic characteristics (streaming,
bursty, etc.). Other transport requirements, which are not
adequately provided by the prior art include efficiency
(i.e. reduction in protocol overhead), in-sequence packet
delivery and connection identification of the air interface
channels. While ATM/AAL2 transport scheme can sup-
port QoS requirements in UTRAN, it requires deployment
of ATM switches and other equipment in both BSs and
RNCs. This may not be the preferred solution for many
3G operators, who have a strong interest in fast and re-
liable transport technology for 3G radio access networks,
without having to deploy ATM equipment. While
ATM/AAL2 transport scheme can support QoS require-
ments in UTRAN, it requires deployment of ATM switches
and other equipment in both BSs and RNCs. This may
not be the preferred solution for many 3G operators, who
require fast and reliable transport technology for 3G radio
access networks, without having to deploy ATM equip-
ment.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The present invention provides a transport
scheme based on Internet protocol (IP) and multiprotocol
label switching (MPLS) technology for third generation
(3G) radio access networks (RAN). Label switched paths
are established and managed for interconnecting base
stations and radio network controllers- This scheme in-
corporates constraint-based routing and Diffserv to pro-
vide transport bearers that can support bandwidth provi-
sioning and a variety of QoS requirements in the RAN.
[0013] One embodiment of the invention provides a
method of transporting information in radio protocol
frames in an MPLS (multiprotocol label switching) based
transport network, comprising the steps of: setting up at
least one label switching path having at least one label
switching router, the at least one label switching path
being a connection between a base station and a radio
network controller, at least one of the base station and
the radio network controller having a plurality of traffic
classes; encapsulating radio protocol frames in MPLS
packets; and forwarding the packets over the at least one
label switching path using label switching to thereby carry
the multiple classes of traffic via the at least one label
switching path.
[0014] Another embodiment provides a system includ-
ing the following components: a computer including a

storage for storing data and instructions and a processor
for executing instructions stored in the storage. The stor-
age contains instructions corresponding to: a setup com-
ponent that establishes a single label switching path hav-
ing at least one label switching router, the label switching
path connecting a base station to a radio network con-
troller, a respective one of the base station and radio
network controller having a plurality of traffic classes of
traffic; a marking component that marks a field of a MPLS
header at a label switch router at an ingress to the label
switching path to identify the traffic classes of traffic being
carried by the respective one of the base station and
radio network controller; and a packet forwarding com-
ponent that forwards the traffic within the label switching
path based on the marked field.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The present invention is illustrated by way of
example and not limited by the accompanying figures in
which like reference numerals indicate similar elements
and in which.
[0016] Figure 1 depicts a general architecture for var-
ious radio access networks used with the present inven-
tion.
[0017] Figure 2 depicts one type of layout and topology
of the radio access network.
[0018] Figure 3 depicts another type of layout and to-
pology of the radio access network.
[0019] Figure 4 depicts an embodiment of the present
invention that uses label switching in a network support-
ing MPLS.
[0020] Figure 5 depicts two approaches to provide dif-
ferentiated QoS in an MPLS-based transport network for
3G-RANs.
[0021] Figure 6 depicts the protocol model for the
present invention.
[0022] Figure 7 depicts in general form the system of
the present invention.
[0023] Figure 8 depicts a header associated with an
MPLS packet carrying a payload, such as radio protocol
frames.
[0024] Figure 9 depicts in general terms the method
of transporting information in radio protocol frames in an
MPLS based transport network for 3G-RAN.
[0025] Figure 10 depicts an embodiment of the inven-
tive method of providing differentiated QoS in an MPLS
based transport network for 3G-RAN.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0026] This present invention implements an IP trans-
port concept for various radio access networks, including
3G-RAN (UTRAN and GERAN) and TP-RAN. A general
architecture for the various radio access networks is
shown in Figure 1. WCDMA OUTRAN is used as an ex-
ample to illustrate the concept. However, the concept is
flexible and adaptive so that it can be applied to other
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RANs, such as GERAN, IP-RAN, etc. In the depicted
radio access network base stations 100 are connected
via label switching routers 102 in a transport network 104
to radio network controller 106. The radio network con-
troller 106 is connected to a core network 108, which in
tum is connected to other networks, such as the Internet
110 or a PSTN (public switched telephone network) 112:
For sending information across the transport network
104, the information is contained in payload portions of
IP packets, the payload portion being radio protocol
frames.
[0027] The fundamental concept of UMTS/IMT-2000
is the separation of the access functionality from the core
network functionality. The radio access network provides
an access platform for mobile terminals, such as base
stations 100 to all core networks, such as core network
108, and network services. It hides all radio-access-tech-
nology-dependent and mobility functions from the core
network 108. The two types of radio access networks
currently in the scope of 3GPP are UMTS Terrestrial Ra-
dio Access Network (UTRAN) and GSM/EDGE Radio
Access Network (GERAN), based on WCDMA and
EDGE radio access technologies, respectively.
[0028] In 3G radio access networks a transport tech-
nology interconnects the network elements, e.g., base
stations (BSs) 100 and radio network controllers (RNCs)
106. The diverse QoS requirements of the applications
themselves (such as real time or non real time) combined
with the requirements imposed by advanced radio control
functions (such as soft handover and power control in
CDMA systems) require that the transport technologies
can provide differentiated quality of services to multiple
classes of traffic. The transport bearers need to support
a variety of QoS requirements (delay, jitter, packet loss,
etc.) and traffic characteristics (streaming, bursty, etc.).
Other transport requirements include efficiency (i.e. re-
duction in protocol overhead), in-sequence packet deliv-
ery and connection identification of the air interface chan-
nels.
[0029] At an ingress node (first label switch router of
the label switch routers (LSRs) 102) of an MPLS-capable
domain (t=ansport network 104), IP packets are classi-
fied and routed based on a combination of the information
carried in the IP header and the local routing information
maintained by the LSRs 102. An MPLS header is inserted
for each packet. Within an MPLS domain, packets are
forwarded based on the labels. Packets having the same
label follow the same path from ingress node to egress
node (last label switch router of the label switch routers
102). This path is called Label Switched Path (LSP)- The
intermediate LSRs 102 perform label swapping by
changing an incoming label to a new outgoing label and
forwarding the packet to the next hop, as described in a
specific database called Next Hop Label Forwarding En-
try (NHLFE). At the egress node of the MPLS domain,
the label is removed and the packet is passed to the RNC
106 for further processing. Thus, the IP header has to be
processed only at the ingress and egress nodes, which

simplifies and speeds up the packet forwarding opera-
tion.
[0030] Each MPLS packet has a header that is either
encapsulated between the link layer and the network lay-
er, or resides within an existing header, such as virtual
path/channel identifier (VPI/VCI) pair within ATM. At
most, the MPLS header will contain a label, TTL field,
Class of Service (CoS) field, stack indicator, next header
type indicator, and checksum. The benefits of MPLS can
be summarized as simplified forwarding, explicit routing,
traffic engineering and support of QoS- Inventively, the
radio protocol frames are encapsulated as the payload
in the MPLS packets.
[0031] In order to control the paths of LSPs in the trans-
port network 104 effectively, each LSP can be assigned
one or more attributes which can be considered in com-
puting the path. They are summarized as follows: band-
width refers to the minimum requirement on the reserv-
able bandwidth of a path for the LSP to be set along that
path; path attributes refer to decisions as to whether the
path of the LSP should be manually configured or dy-
namically computed by constrained-based routing; setup
priority refers to decisions as to which LSP will get the
resources when multiple LSPs compete; holding priori-
ties refers to decisions as to whether an established LSP
should be preempted for the resource it holds by a new
LSP; adaptability refers to decisions as to whether to
switch the LSP to a more optimal path when one becomes
available; resilience refers to decisions as to whether to
reroute the LSP when the current path is affected by fail-
ure; and affinity refers to an administratively specified
property.
[0032] These attributes can be used together with con-
straint-based routing (CBR) in order to compute paths
for the LSPs. Both offline CBR and online CBR can be
used in the RAN transport network. With offline CBR, a
server computes paths for LSPs periodically (e.g. hourly,
daily). LSPs are then configured to take the computed
paths. Offline CBR is used to establish and manage LSPs
on a longer time scale (e.g. daily). In principle, online
CBR can be used to recompute routes dynamically in
response to bandwidth changes of LSPs and link failures.
For instance, the need for bandwidth change can be due
to an increase in the amount of traffic of certain BSs 100.
[0033] The following description of MPLS network prin-
ciples and operation is provided to understand the im-
plementation of the present invention in the MPLS envi-
ronment in a radio access network The focus of QoS
support in MPLS networks is scalability. This is achieved
by flow aggregation that ensures individual end-to-end
QoS guarantees without maintaining state information
about individual flows on each segment of the path. This
satisfies the requirement to provide differentiated QoS
to multiple classes of traffic in the RAN- Diffserv mech-
anisms are good candidates to provide QoS within MPLS
networks because services are based on a per-hop mod-
el and aggregate forwarding resources that are allocated
in the LSRs for each service. Functions such as classi-
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fication, marking and policing are only necessary at the
edge LSRs, while core LSRs need only have PHB clas-
sification. There are two types of LSPs, the E-LSPs and
the L-LSPs.
[0034] The general operation of DiffServ in an E-LSPs
based MPLS domain is analogous to DiffServ in a non-
MPLS network in the sense that the Per-Hop Behavior
of the packet is based entirely on the encoded EXP field.
In other words, instead of setting/reading DiffServ code
point from the TOS field in IP header, it is set/read from
the EXP field in the MPLS header. The EXP field is only
3-bits long and therefore a single E-LSP can support only
up to 8 QoS classes. The mapping from EXP field to PHB
(i.e. to PSC and drop precedence) for a given such LSP,
is either explicitly signaled at label set-up or in reliance
on a pre-configured mapping. The signaling can also be
used to make bandwidth reservations for the E-LSP. One
drawback of E-LSPs is that it can support only 2 QoS
classes in the ATM domain, because the QoS treatment
can be coded only in the Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit in
the ATM header.
[0035] The L-LSPs are used when more than 8 QoS
classes (or more than 2 QoS classes with ATM) have to
be supported. With L-LSPs this is accomplished by es-
tablishing a separate LSP for each QoS class between
two MPLS capable neighbor nodes. In this approach the
QoS treatment of the packet is not based only on the
EXP field in the MPLS header (there is not an EXP-field
with ATM nodes), but on incoming label plus some other
information either in the MPLS header or in the data link
layer header. For example, with ATM, the QoS class is
coded in the VPI/VCI field plus in the CLP bit. In order
for the receiving node to know which QoS class the re-
ceived packet belongs to, this information has to be sig-
naled between nodes. This is accomplished by using ei-
ther LDP or RSVP. Thus, in addition to the label, the LDP/
RSVP message has been extended to contain informa-
tion of QoS treatment of the packet marked with a par-
ticular label. The receiving node has to store this infor-
mation in order to guarantee proper treatment of the la-
beled packet.
[0036] The present invention can be utilized in radio
access networks wherein layout and topology give rise
to different scenarios for the implementation of IP-based
transport services. In the first scenario, the transport net-
work provides service only to UTRAN, i.e. dedicated
transport network. As shown in Figure 2, the intermediate
BSs 200 are equipped with IP routers 202, and the end
BS 204 with IP hosts 206. The BS 204 is connected to
the RNC 208. In this scenario, there is no crossover traffic
from other applications.
[0037] In the second scenario, the transport network
provides services to both UTRAN and other users, i.e.
shared transport network. As shown in Figure 3, BSs 200
and RNC 202 are interconnected via a multiservice IP
transport network 304, or an IP "cloud". The IP transport
network 204 is deployed to carry the traffic of UTRAN,
as well as the traffic of other applications.

[0038] Referring now to Figure 4, in one embodiment
of the present invention UTRAN transport is implemented
using label switching in a network supporting MPLS. This
is in contrast to the scheme in which the UTRAN transport
is provided by normal IP packet forwarding. In other
words, "paths" 400 are established to interconnect BS
402 and RNC 404. Such "paths" 400 in an MPLS network
406 are the label switched paths (LSPs). After the LSP
setup, the packets carrying radio frames are labeled at
the ingress of the network and forwarded along the path
using label switching. The advantage of this concept is
that it can support built-in QoS.
[0039] The scheme can be described in two parts: the
first part focuses on the setup and management of the
LSPs 400; the second part describes how to send the
packets over the LSPs 400. Without loss of generality,
this section focuses on the case in which LSPs 400 are
set up between BSs 402 and RNC 404. The transport
from RNC 404 to BS 402 (downlink), and from BS 402
to RNC 404 (uplink) is implemented by separate LSPs.
The downlink and uplink transport networks can be
viewed as two separate virtual networks, which provide
flexibility in accommodating the asymmetric traffic for the
two directions.
[0040] For illustration purposes, the following de-
scribes the downlink direction (uplink works in a similar
way). For each BS 402 at least one LSP 400 is set up
for carrying the aggregated traffic of the BS 402. In 3G-
RAN the traffic of a BS 402 is likely to comprise multiple
classes, with different transport requirements. An exam-
ple of that is UMTS traffic classes, i.e. conversational,
streaming, interactive and background. Another example
is the transport channels on WCDMA air interface which
support soft-handover (e.g. dedicated channels, or
DCH), and those which do not support soft handover (e.g.
some common channels, or CCH). Yet another example
is the transport channels, which require closed-loop pow-
er control (e.g. Dedicated Channels, Downlink Shared
Channels, or DSCH, and Common Packet Channel, or
CPCH) and those which do not require closed-loop power
control (e.g. Forward Access Channel, or FACH, and
Random Access Channel, or RACH). The diverse QoS
requirements of the applications themselves (such as re-
al time or non real time) combined with the requirements
imposed by advanced radio control functions (such as
soft handover and power control in CDMA systems)
means that the MPLS transport technology needs to pro-
vide differentiated quality of services to multiple classes
of traffic.
[0041] There are two approaches to provide differen-
tiated QoS in an MPLS-based transport network for 3G-
RANs (see Figure 5). The first one is to use a single LSP
500 to connect each BS 502 to the RNC 504. Multiple
classes of traffic of a BS 502 are carried within one LSP
500. QoS differentiation is provided by packet marking
and per-hop behavior (PHB) forwarding based on the
CoS field of the header. The second one is to use multiple
LSPs 506, 508, 510 to connect each BS 502 to the RNC
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504. Each LSP 506, 508, 510 carries one class of traffic,
i.e. class-based LSPs. In order to meet the transport QoS
requirements of 3G-RAN, one embodiment of the present
invention implements constraint-based routing to com-
pute routes for LSPs. As mentioned earlier, an LSP can
be assigned one or more attributes, such as bandwidth,
set-up priority, holding priority and so on. In the simplest
case, constraint-based routing computes LSP paths sub-
ject to bandwidth constraints alone. The basic rule is that
the paths are selected such that the sum of bandwidths
of all the LSPs on a link is less than the maximum re-
servable bandwidth of that link.
[0042] In general, MPLS used in the present invention
does not have to be tied with constraint-based routing. It
can be used with any routing protocols, such as OSPF.
The LSPs can be set up without bandwidth reservation.
However, establishing LSPs routed by constraint-based
routing using bandwidth as the main constraint is a
straighforward and meaningful option. Since an LSP
needs to carry the aggregate traffic of a BS 502, either
for all the classes (in the single-LSP approach 500), or
for a single class (in the multi-LSP approach 506, 508,
510), assigning a bandwidth to the LSP is needed. On
the other hand, the bandwidth of an LSP can be adjusted,
in response to the traffic and QoS requirements of an BS
502.
[0043] In one embodiment a single LSP (see path 500
in Figure 5) is set up to connect each BS to the RNC.
The aggregated traffic of a BS, including all the classes,
is carried within one LSP. At the ingress LSR of the LSPs
the CoS field of the MPLS header is marked based on
the traffic classes. Packets are buffered and scheduled
based on the CoS field of the header in all the routers
along the LSP. This embodiment can be implemented
based on the E-LSP scheme and allocates bandwidth
resources in the transport network on a per BS basis. It
requires fewer LSPs than the one with multiple LSPs for
each BS. In addition, it offers more flexibility in inter-class
resource sharing. Sharing the allocated bandwidth be-
tween different traffic classes within a BS can be based
on the DiffServ policy implemented at the LSRs.
[0044] In another embodiment multiple LSPs (see
paths 506, 508, 510 in Figure 5) are set up to connect
each BS to the RNC, each LSP carrying one class of
traffic, i.e. LSPs are class-specific. At the ingress of the
MPLS transport network, the packets are mapped onto
different LSPs based on their traffic classes. QoS differ-
entiation is not required within the LSPs. The LSPs for
different traffic classes will be assigned different at-
tributes, such as bandwidth, priority, adaptability and so
on. This embodiment can be implemented based on the
L-LSP scheme and allows finer granularity resource con-
trol than the one with single LSP per BS. It allocates band-
width resources in the transport network on a per class
basis.
[0045] The QoS differentiation is provided by adjusting
the attributes of LSPs for different classes, such as band-
width. For example, more bandwidth resources can be

allocated to the premium class LSPs to meet the stringent
QoS requirements. Premium class LSPs will also have
higher priority in getting backup resources in case of link
or router failure. These can be implemented by offline or
online constraint-based routing. This provides better sep-
aration between different classes and more protection of
premium class traffic.
[0046] In a 3G-RAN transport network based on
MPLS, the provisioning of transport network resources
can be implemented in two levels: LSP bandwidth provi-
sioning and transport network level provisioning.
[0047] The objective of LSP bandwidth provisioning is
to find out the required bandwidth of an LSP connecting
a BS to the RNC. The required bandwidth depends on
the aggregated traffic of a BS (or a class), the UTRAN
transport QoS requirements, the Diffserv policy imple-
mented within an LSP (if any), radio interface protocol,
transport layer protocol, etc. This can be done using sim-
ulation tools.
[0048] The objective of network level provisioning is to
find out how much bandwidth should be reserved on each
link such that bandwidth constraints of all the LSPs are
satisfied The procedure of provisioning is as follows:
routes for LSPs are computed using CBR subject to
bandwidth constraints, i.e., the sum of required band-
widths for all the LSPs on a link should be less than the
total reservable bandwidth on the link. If it is not possible
to satisfy all the bandwidth constraints, then the total re-
servable bandwidth on the bottleneck links is increased
Routes for LSPs are then recomputed using CBR The
process is iterated until all the bandwidth constraints in
the MPLS transport network are satisfied.
[0049] The diagram depicted in Figure 6 describes the
protocol model for the UTRAN interface, and shows the
radio network layer 600 having the application protocol
602 and the data streams 622. It also shows the transport
layer 606 having the signalling bearer LSPs 608 in the
transport network user plane 610, the CR-LDP 612 in the
transport network control plane 614, and the data bearer
LSPs 616 in the transport network user plane 618. The
transport network layer 606 is based on MPLS. The user
plane data streams 622 and control plane application pro-
tocol 602 are carried by the data bearer LSPs 616 and
the signaling bearer LSPs 608, respectively.
[0050] The control plane 614 of the transport network
layer 606 is responsible for setting up and managing the
data bearer LSPs 616 in the user plane 618. Constraint-
based routing label distribution protocol (CR-LDP) is
used to set up data bearer LSPs 616 based on bandwidth
constraints. An additional layer of protocol is used on top
of the data bearer LSPs 616 to carry out such functions
like multiplexing, segmentation, and scheduling of the
radio frames. This protocol only needs to reside within
the BS and RNC, i.e. not present in the LSPs. The pro-
tocol can be like PPP in the sense that LSPs create a
virtual "point-to-point" link within a routed MPLS network.
[0051] Figure 7 depicts in general form the system of
the present invention for providing differentiated QoS
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(quality of service) in an MPLS (multiprotocol label
switching) based transport network for 3G-RAN (third
generation radio access network). A computer 700 in-
cludes a storage 702 for storing data and instructions
and a processor 704 for executing instructions stored in
the storage 702. The storage contains instructions cor-
responding to: a setup component 705 that establishes
single or multiple label switching paths having at least
one label switching router, the label switching path con-
necting a base station to a radio network controller, a
respective one of the base station and radio network con-
troller having a plurality of traffic classes of traffic; a mark-
ing component 706 that marks a CoS field of an MPLS
header at a label switch router at an ingress to the label
switching path to identify the traffic classes of traffic being
carried by the respective one of the base station and
radio network controller, and a packet forwarding com-
ponent 708 that forwards the traffic within the label
switching path based on the marked CoS field. As de-
picted in Figure 8, a header 800 is associated with a
packet 802 carrying a payload 804, such as radio protocol
frames. The header 800 is marked for label switching at
the ingress to the label switching path.
[0052] Figure 9 depicts in general terms the method
of transporting information in radio protocol frames in an
MPLS based transport network for 3G-RAN. In step 900
at least one label switched path is set up in the network
using, for example, constraint based routing. In step 902
radio protocol frames are encapsulated in MPLS packets.
In step 904 the packets are marked at an ingress to the
network. For example, the headers are marked for label
switching. In step 906 the marked packets are forwarded
through the network using label switching.
[0053] Figure 10 depicts an embodiment of the inven-
tive method of providing differentiated QoS in an MPLS
based transport network for 3G-RAN. In step 1000 single
or multiple first label switching paths are established hav-
ing at least one label switching router, the first label
switching path connecting a base station to a radio net-
work controller, the base station having a plurality of traf-
fic classes of traffic. In step 1002 single or multiple second
label switching paths are established having at least one
label switching router, the second label switching path
connecting the radio network controller to the base sta-
tion, the radio network controller having a plurality of traf-
fic classes of traffic. In step 1004 a CoS field of a MPLS.
header in marked at a label switch router at an ingress
to a respective label switching path of the first and second
label switching paths to identify respective traffic classes
of traffic being carried by a respective one of the base
station and radio network controller. In step 1006 the traf-
fic within the respective label switching path is forwarded
through the network based on the marked CoS field.
[0054] This invention presents an IP/MPLS-based
transport scheme that can provide reliable, secure and
efficient transport bearers, which support a variety of QoS
requirements. In addition to 3G radio access networks
such as UTRAN, GERAN, and 3GPP2 RAN, it can be

also be applied to other types of radio access networks,
including but not limited to IP-based radio access network
(IP-RAN), as well as Future IP Mobility Network Archi-
tecture (FIMoNA).
[0055] As described above the present invention is
based on IP transport technology with the enhancement
of MPLS and overcomes drawbacks of prior art systems.
It has a number of advantages as compared to the
ATM/AAL2 based transport scheme: IP as a network lay-
er protocol is independent from link/physical layers, al-
lowing a flexible selection of lower layer technologies,
including options of IP over radio layer or IP over optical
layer, etc. This enables truly scalable, adaptive, and dy-
namically reconfigurable and expendable 3G radio ac-
cess networks.
[0056] In 3G radio access networks using IP-based
transport technology the present invention provides con-
sistent backbone infrastructure, operational efficiency
and industry standard operation, and administration and
management. This provides cost effective solutions to
the deployment and expansion of 3G radio access net-
works. In the inventive IP/MPLS based transport scheme,
flexible and dynamic bandwidth allocation in the transport
network for deploying scalable 3G RANs is implemented.
[0057] By using one or multiple LSPs for carrying the
aggregated traffic of one BS, scalability is provided to
support a large number of users per base station without
overloading the IP/MPLS routers in the RAN transport
network. New on-demand LSPs can be set up if existing
LSPs are reaching their capacity limits. The RNCs and
BSs can collect statistics of prior calls and data types to
do bandwidth management in the existing LSPs, or set
up new LSPs if a certain bandwidth threshold is reached.
This allows proactive resource allocation in the transport
network as the traffic per BS grows. Furthermore, LSPs
can be used for traffic load distribution. For example, if
one RNC is overloaded with heavy traffic, new LSPs can
be set up to direct some traffic to other RNCs that are
lightly loaded. This enables optimal utilization of transport
network resources. Using per-LSP bandwidth allocation
and constraint-based routing, the inventive scheme also
greatly facilitates the dimensioning and provisioning of
transport network resources for the RANs, which are crit-
ical to fast 3G radio access network planning and deploy-
ment.
[0058] In the inventive IP/MPLS based transport
scheme, reliable transport bearers can be provided using
protection and restoration mechanisms in MPLS tech-
nology, such as online constraint-based rerouting when
node/link failure occurs. By encapsulating radio protocol
frames in the label switched packets with localized MPLS
headers, secure transport bearers can be provided. The
method of the present invention can also incorporate dif-
ferentiated services schemes. Here, transport bearers
are provided that can support a variety of QoS require-
ments (delay, loss ratio, etc.) and traffic characteristics
(streaming, bursty, etc.).
[0059] The invention is not limited to the particular de-
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tails of the apparatus depicted and other modifications
and applications are contemplated. Certain other chang-
es may be made in the above described apparatus with-
out departing from the true spirit and scope of the inven-
tion herein involved. It is intended, therefore, that the sub-
ject maner in the above depiction shall be interpreted as
illustrative and not in a limiting sense.

Claims

1. A method of providing differentiated quality of service
in a multiprotocol label switching based transport
network comprising:

establishing single or multiple first label switch-
ing path having at least one label switching rout-
er, the first label switching path being a connec-
tion between a base station and a radio network
controller, the base station having a plurality of
traffic classes of traffic;
establishing single or multiple second label
switching path having at least one further label
switching router, the second label switching path
being a connection between the base station
and the radio network controller, the radio net-
work controller having a plurality of traffic class-
es of traffic;
marking a field of a multiprotocol label switching
header at a label switching router at an ingress
to a respective label switching path of the first
and second label switching paths to identify re-
spective traffic classes of traffic being carried by
a respective one of the base station and radio
network controller; and
forwarding the traffic within the at least one first
label switching path based on the marked field.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein said for-
warding comprises forwarding the traffic within the
single first label switching path based on the class
of service marked in a class of service field of a mul-
tiprotocol label switching header.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said
forwarding comprises scheduling and buffering mul-
tiprotocol label switching packets within the single
first label switching path based on the class of service
marked in a class of service field of a multiprotocol
label switching header.

4. The method according to any of preceding claims,
further comprising assigning each label switching
path at least one attribute in order to provide differ-
entiated quality of service to the plurality of traffic
classes.

5. The method according to any of preceding claims,

wherein said forwarding comprises forwarding the
traffic within the multiple first label switching paths
based on the attributes assigned for each label
switching path.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein said for-
warding comprises forwarding the traffic within the
multiple first label switching paths such that each
respective label switching path carries a different re-
spective traffic class of the plurality of traffic classes.

7. The method according to any of claims 4 to 6, where-
in said at least one attribute comprises bandwidth,
set-up priority, or holding priority.

8. The method according to any of preceding claims,
further comprising using constraint based routing to
establish a respective label switching path.

9. The method according to any of preceding claims,
wherein the multiprotocol label switching header is
associated with a packet carrying radio protocol
frames, and wherein the packets are forwarded
along a respective label switching path using label
switching.

10. The method according to any of preceding claims,
wherein the method further comprises encapsulating
a payload in multiprotocol label switching packets
that form the traffic.

11. A system for providing differentiated quality of serv-
ice in a multiprotocol label switching based transport
network, comprising:

a computer including a storage for storing data
and instructions and a processor for executing
instructions stored in the storage, the storage
containing instructions corresponding to:

a setup component that establishes single
or multiple label switching paths, each of
the label switching paths having at least one
label switching router, and each of the label
switching paths connecting a base station
to a radio network controller, a respective
one of the base station and radio network
controller having a plurality of traffic classes
of traffic;
a marking component that marks a field of
a multiprotocol label switching header at a
respective label switch router at an ingress
to a respective label switching path; and
a packet forwarding component that for-
wards the traffic within the label switching
paths based on the marked field.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the field
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of a multiprotocol label switching header is marked
to identify the traffic classes of traffic being carried
by the respective one of the base station and radio
network controller.

13. The system according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the
field is a class of service field of a multiprotocol label
switching header.

14. The system according to any of claims 11 to 13,
wherein each label switching path is assigned at
least one attribute in order to provide differentiated
quality of service to the plurality of traffic classes.

15. The system according to any of claims 11 to 14,
wherein the multiprotocol label switching header is
associated with a packet carrying radio protocol
frames.

16. The system according to any of claims 11 to 15,
wherein a payload is encapsulated in multiprotocol
label switching packets that form the traffic.

17. The system according to any of claims 11 to 16,
wherein the computer comprises a network node.

18. A computer readable medium storing computer ex-
ecutable instructions for performing a method of pro-
viding differentiated quality of service in a multipro-
tocol label switching based transport network, com-
prising the steps of:

establishing single or multiple label switching
paths, each of the label switching paths having
at least one label switching router, and the label
switching path connecting a base station to a
radio network controller, a respective one of the
base station and radio network controller having
a plurality of traffic classes of traffic;
marking a field of a multiprotocol label switching
header at a respective label switching router at
an ingress to the label switching path, to identify
the traffic class of being carried by the respective
one of the base station and radio network con-
troller; and
forwarding the traffic within the label switching
paths based on the marked field.

19. The computer readable medium according to claim
18, wherein the stored method further comprises us-
ing constraint based routing to establish the label
switching path.

20. The computer readable medium according to claim
18 or 19, wherein the multiprotocol label switching
header is associated with a packet carrying radio
protocol frames, and wherein the packets are for-
warded along the path using label switching.

21. The computer readable medium according to any of
claims 18 to 20, wherein the stored method further
comprises encapsulating a payload in multiprotocol
label switching packets that form the traffic.
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